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WELCOME TO AUGUST’S CHAT

The 8th month of the year and we start with a selection of “8” pictures

The prototype DC-8 with water injected engines in the pre Eco warrior days of 1959

NASA’s DC-8-72

 



An appropriately registered Van’s RV-8

A USN Boeing P-8 Poseidon



The latest Dash 8 variant, the DHC.8-402Q

Hunter T.8M 

Last Meeting

Our  latest  Virtual  Meeting  featured a  brilliant  Douglas  showcase to  mark  the  100th

anniversary of the founding of Davis-Douglas and the 50th anniversary of the DC-10’s
maiden flight – Andy Goldsmith is to be congratulated for the enormous personal effort
in putting together the presentation. Also a massive thanks to everyone who submitted
photos – for once Andy had a difficult job selecting a representative selection but for the
really rare types also contacted non-members for their permission for those images to
be used. My thanks to those external photographers as well.

In addition the meeting included Kevin Hart’s images from the 2019 ULM Tour Hauts 
de France and Andy’s Old Warden Shuttleworth shows of 2018, plus Michael Jones’ 
monthly STN Review.



DC-3C N305SF snapped by yours truly at Palmer, Alaska in 2011

Can anyone can tell me the ID is this weatherworn A-4C marked “48500” which I
snapped at Waukegan, IL in 2011? The nose cone is clearly a replacement and

possibly a spare from N49WH, which had the nose code “685”, of the Warbird Heritage
Foundation which is based at that airfield. 

Branch Facebook Page

Just a reminder of the geographic area our FB page aims to cover – the boundary lines
are flexible  as appropriate!  So if  you have any reports  or  newsworthy notes  about
anything aviation related in or around the region then please share them with the 700+
members of our branch FB page.



Taken within “our zone”, this brilliant photo of G-AAIN Parnell Elf III was taken by Andy
Goldsmith at Old Warden on 18th July, but even if it was taken at Inverness I’d have

made an exception as it is such a beautiful aircraft – a “real” aeroplane if ever there was
one

 

And I haven’t featured too many (any at all?) gliders in Chat so here’s G-CHJX, a
Rolladen-Schneider LS6-c which Andy Goldsmith snapped on 11th July at Wormingford,

well within our area of interest



Stansted Scene

Perhaps  the  main  change  in  July  was  the  resumption  of  Ryanair flights  and  the
noticeable increase in airliner movements as the Covid-19 restrictions eased with many
European destinations  now available  with  no quarantine requirements  for  incoming
passengers from the UK, and likewise no quarantine restrictions inbound.

As already noted in a previous Chat Uttlesford District Council’s Planning Committee
has  refused  an  application  by  Stansted  Airport  to  increase  the  current  cap  on
passenger numbers from 35m to 43m a year. It is planned that sometime in July MAG
will  formally submit an appeal to The Planning Inspectorate which, in turn, will  then
oversee a public inquiry before making its recommendation to Government. No rush at
the present time!

It seems  that Ryanair Sun’s rebrand as Buzz has met some problems in Hungary
where courts have issued a temporary injunction against the use of the name as Wizz
Air seems to think – as does the judge apparently – Buzz sounds like Wizz. Not being
fluent in Hungarian I cannot comment in a meaningful way of whether Buzz and Wizz
could be confused in that country but they sound as different in English as goulash and
stew.  By  way  of  interest  July  8th  saw the  35th  anniversary  of  Ryanair’s  first  ever
revenue flight when Badeirante EI-BPI flew from Waterford to LGW.

In July STN was involved in two  Ryanair group flights that had been targeted with

hoax bomb threats.  On the 13th SP-RSQ of  Ryanair  Sun routing from Krakow to
Dublin flight  diverted over the North Sea and landed STN escorted by 2 Typhoons
XL308 and ZK311. The second incident was on the 17th when FR1392, EI-EKD, from
STN to Oslo was reportedly intercepted in Danish airspace by 2 Royal Danish AF F-16
aircraft and escorted to Oslo Gardermoen.

Emirates is planning to restart its services into STN in October with a reduced 1pd
initially.



June 2020 traffic figures for STN

Passengers June 2020    59,176  down 97.8%
12 month to end June    19,358,678 down 32.1%
Cargo June 2020 up 11.9%

Stansted Express – now has in service the first two of its order for 12 new Stadler
Class  745 12 carriage electric  trains  on the STN to Liverpool  Street  route.  With a
seating capacity of 767 it provides an 83% increase over the older 8 carriage units.
Now they need some passengers!

Not strictly STN but Ryanair yet again. On 21st July it announced that their Frankfurt-
Hahn base would be closed after its German pilots rejected pay cuts; other German
bases at  Berlin Tegel and Dusseldorf  are also at  risk of  closure by the end of  this
summer 

Again not  strictly  STN –  although many of  its  fleet  have visited  in  recent  months -

Laudamotion has announced that it will cease operations by the end of 2020 and will

be  replaced  by  a  new  unit, Lauda  Europe,  which  has  already  commenced  its
certification in Malta. The Austrian subsidiary of Ryanair Holdings said that the new unit
would continue to operate A320-200s as a capacity provider under wet-lease terms for
the needs of the entire group from its existing bases in Austria, Germany, and Spain, as
well as new bases around Europe. Lauda Europe plans to commence operations in
November 2020, subject to its AOC being secured by then.

One of the Typhoons snapped by Michael Jones on 13th July

Clearly not subject to any hoax threats, how about this fly-by near STN on 6th July as
captured by Michael Jones from afar



G-PRXI “PL983” on 10th July when it flew over many Essex hospitals

15+04 A321 of the German AF departing 22 July – Michael Jones



G-USHA Lear Jet 75 on 1st July – Andy Goldsmith

LX-VCJ Boeing 747-8R7F of Cargolux on 1st July – Andy Goldsmith

Covid Related News

STOP  PRESS –  5th August  Virgin  Atlantic “Virgin  Atlantic  has  filed  for
bankruptcy in the US as the global aviation industry feels the impact of the Coronavirus
pandemic.  The UK-based airline is  seeking protection under  chapter  15 of  the US
bankruptcy code, which allows a foreign debtor to shield assets in the country (USA).”
BBC News

1 July – El Al is told by the Israeli government to suspend all flights due to the airlines 
financial predicament.

1  July  -  Norwegian  Air  Shuttle cancels  all  outstanding  orders  with  Boeing,
comprising  some 92  737MAX and 5  B787 with  a  total  list  price value,  including a
maintenance contract, of $14.8 billion.



7 July - Simon Dolan,  whose companies  include Jota Aviation,  which has been
delivering personal protective equipment (PPE) to the NHS and providing repatriation
flights, lost his claim in the High Court  against Health Secretary Matt  Hancock and
Education Secretary Gavin Williamson which challenged the legality of the emergency
regulations. Somewhat astonishingly the legal judgement regarding aviation stated "So
far as the airline leasing business is concerned, there is simply no realistic basis on
which it could be said that the Regulations have caused the loss or damage to that
business."

8 July – United Airlines says up to 36,000 of its workers could be furloughed due to
the Coronavirus pandemic. That amounts to almost half  of  the company's total US-
based frontline workforce.

11 July – Emirates  announce a 15% reduction in headcount including 700 pilots 
being given redundancy notices

14 July - Virgin Atlantic  finalised a rescue deal worth £1.2bn. The package includes
support from its main shareholder, Virgin Group, and loans from outside investors. It

also includes deferring hundreds of millions of pounds owed both to Virgin Group and
to fellow shareholder Delta Air Lines.

17 July – British Airways  announce the permanent retirement of its Boeing 747 fleet.

G-CIVL –one of the last to go and recorded by Andy Goldsmith at LHR on 2nd December
2019.

This particular 747 was also my transport just 2 weeks later, on 17th December, from
MIA which was the 158th - and quite probably the last - time I will fly in a “Queen of the
Skies”. I have only flown in one type more often than a 747, its smaller sibling the 737 –
just once more at 159 times! So based on hours in the air the 747 wins by a long way

as it certainly also does for comfort.



21 July - Major airlines have asked for a joint Coronavirus testing programme, so that
travel may resume between the US and Europe. International Airlines Group (IAG),
American, United and Lufthansa are among the carriers that have signed a letter to US
and European Union leaders.

Mahogany  Air,  Zambia has  issued  its  cabin  crew  with  badges  that  have  “air-
purifying virus buster technology that purifies the air around any passenger or crew
member wearing it". Needless to say there's no evidence these badges can ward off
viruses and bacteria, and some health authorities have issued warnings about them.
The substance released by these badges - the bleaching agent chlorine dioxide - is
potentially harmful and can cause “serious and potentially life-threatening side effects".

Boeing said it lost $2.4bn in the three months ending 30 June, as sales fell 25% to
$11.8bn. The sales decline was driven by its commercial unit, which serves passenger
airlines. Revenue in that division dropped 65%, as the firm delivered just 20 planes in
the quarter, compared to 90 a year ago. Revenues in the firm's defence, space and
security  unit  were essentially  flat  at  $6.5bn.  It  also announced that  747 production
would end after the next 12 were completed.

Ryanair – Again! Having posted a EUR185 million euro (USD218 million) net loss in
the  second  quarter  of  2020 with  a  99% drop  in  the  number  of  passengers  flown,
Ryanair Holdings is currently evaluating the closure of more bases. This may include
some bases in Spain and it is "inevitable" there will be some base closures in Italy,
where both the unions and the government are, allegedly, "trying to impose  Alitalia's
pay rates and business productivity on other airlines and other airports". 

At the end of the second quarter of 2020, Ryanair Group had 79 bases across Europe
and North Africa.  The group will be shifting an increasing amount of operations to its
subsidiaries - Buzz  and Malta Air with both airlines increasing their fleets. Buzz, at the
moment, has just under 50 aircraft in its fleet and Malta Air now has 120. 

Odds and Sods

Not the interior of Virgin Atlantic’s latest 787 but if you have $250,000 or so what you 
will experience on board sister company Virgin Galactic, complete with a large mirror at
the rear of the cabin so you can see yourself weightless! At that price I’d hope to get 
legless on Cristal champagne.



What, Where, When

July’s  answer -  The  McDonnell  119/220  was  a  business  jet  developed  and
unsuccessfully marketed by McDonnell Aircraft in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Its
configuration is unique for this type of aircraft, with four podded engines underneath a
low wing. It had a top speed of 903 km/h (561 mph). The only example was registered
N220N and f/f 11 February 1969. It is now restored and registered N4AZ with a CofA
until 31 July 2022, and owned by Fuel Fresh of Arizona. Personally I think this was the
sexiest looking bizjet  of  its time but clearly the very low slung four engines were a
design fault waiting to happen – and it did happen when it vacuumed up all the FOD on
runways!



Aviation Anagrams

August’s Teasers are:

Aircraft type teaser = INBORN NERVOSA 
Airline Teaser = CERTIFY ABLY 
Manufacturer = Customary African Lapdog  

July’s  Answers

Aircraft type teaser = AGNES JILT LOVER = Gloster Javelin
Airline teaser = RELIGIONS NIP AREAS = Singapore Airlines
Manufacturer = DAPHNE AGLEY = Handley Page



AUGUST QUIZ – another recognition test!  What is the name of each 
airfield/airport featured? See images at end of this Chat.

Answers later this month but as a taster where is this?  Clue – named after the 
US Navy’s first ever naval recipient of the Medal of Honor.



History Corner - August 1945

Some of you will have seen this B-29-35-MO serial 44-27297 which is on display at the
National Museum of the USAF, Dayton .  “Bockscar” dropped the Fat Man atomic bomb
on Nagasaki on Aug. 9, 1945, three days after the atomic attack against Hiroshima.
Manufactured by  the Glenn Martin  Co.  Bockscar  was one of  15 specially  modified
"Silverplate" B-29s assigned to the 509th Composite Group. Most B-29s carried eight .
50-cal. machine guns in remote controlled turrets, two .50-cal. machine guns and one
20mm cannon in a tail turret, and up to 20,000 pounds of bombs. Silverplate B-29s,
however, retained only the tail turret and had their armour removed to save weight so
that the heavy atomic bombs of the time could be carried over a longer distance.



Next Meeting

Tuesday 1st September – this will again be a Facebook and website meeting starting, as
always, at 20:00. The website meeting will continue to be available to view at any time 
later. Our main feature will be Andy’s Part Two of the Douglas aircraft presentation, this
time focusing on military designs. 

Douglas TA-4J N518TA

And Finally, Onto Late Finals...............

Safety Briefing heard whilst taxiing out at Stansted :  In the event of a sudden loss of
cabin pressure, masks will descend from the ceiling. Stop screaming, grab the mask,
and pull it over your face. If you have a small child travelling with you, secure your
mask before assisting with theirs. If you are travelling with more than one small child
pick your favourite.



Taster Quiz answer – Chicago O’Hare. 

Named after  Lieutenant  Commander Edward  Henry  O'Hare (March  13,  1914  –
November 26, 1943) was an American naval aviator of the United States Navy, who on
February  20,  1942,  became  the  Navy's  first  flying  ace when  he  single-handedly
attacked a formation of  nine heavy bombers approaching his  aircraft  carrier.  Even
though he had a limited amount of ammunition, he was credited with shooting down
five of the enemy bombers and became the first naval recipient of the Medal of Honor
in World War II.[1] 
O'Hare's  final  action took place on the night  of  November  26,  1943,  while he was
leading the U.S. Navy's first-ever night time fighter attack launched from an aircraft
carrier.  During this encounter with a group of Japanese  torpedo bombers, O'Hare's
Grumman F6F Hellcat was shot down; his aircraft was never found. In 1945, the U.S.
Navy destroyer USS O'Hare (DD-889) was named in his honour. 

Thanks to the unknown photographers whose image I have included and my special
thanks, as always, to Michael Jones and Andy Goldsmith for their contributions and

assistance

QUIZ OF THE MONTH – What Airfield/Airport?

01 02

03 04



05 06

07 08
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Brian Richards
Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


